
The integrated water resource management (IWRM) itself is a process
which promotes the coordinated development and management of
water, land and related resources. Its aim is to maximise the economic
and social welfare in a fair way and in respect of the sustainability of
vital ecosystems. The project IWRM South Africa refers to a region
around the Middle Olifants, a river catchment northeast of Pretoria. This
region is characterised by a large quantity of users with high water
consumption. Among households, large scale irrigation farming, mining
(including the world's biggest platinum mine) and quickly growing
settlements, the Olifants River is linked to touristic values. Hence, the
river water is precious, being food, habitat, and manufacturing
resource. For the efficient, ecological and economical monitoring of
water quality, analysis systems are required that are characterised by
low costs of operation and environmental friendly methods.

The IWRM South Africa project of MOSA (Middle Olifants South
Africa) is divided in several components and phases. Currently, it is in
phase II focusing on the implementation of technical and legal
structures to assure sustainable operations. During phase I available
and usable water resources were investigated. It turned out, however,
that the existing data basis of water quality was not sufficient or
reliable enough. Unfortunately, until now the measurement points
have been too far away from laboratories so that the samples were
falsified by chemical and biological reactions during transportation.
These measurement data could not serve the South African
authorities as basis for the IWRM. 

The IWRM Modelling – the third component of phase II – is the
practical use and review of the model developed during phase I
including updates, refinement of the model to the present situation
and integration of new data. Besides tools such as the web-based
geographic information system, an online analysis and data transfer
system shall be developed in close cooperation with the South African
supervisory authorities.

This online analysis and data transfer system has been practically
implemented in form of a mobile laboratory that will be set-up at
different measurement points along the Olifants River for the direct
on site water monitoring. Its results will be provided directly via
internet to the South African authorities and for further updates and
evaluation of the IWRM model by the project partners. In May 2013
the mobile lab, of which LAR Process Analysers AG, Berlin, is
responsible for the conception and operation, has been field-tested
for ten days in the MOSA project region. The measurement
equipment was tested successfully in practice.

Based on the metrological requirements of the project and the analysis
of the specific external conditions on site (climate, working conditions,
logistics etc.) an appropriate container was selected, designed,
constructed and equipped
alike a chemical laboratory.
Additional equipment such as
anti-theft devices, burglar
alarm systems as well as
safety measures for the
environmental safety are
indispensable in this region.
The mobile lab, furthermore,
has an autonomous power
supply and is ready for
operation on site very quickly.

The autonomously working
containerised laboratory is a
compact stand-alone
solution for the
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Our current century is characterised by global environmental problems. Surface water and
river water pollution is of special importance as clean water is the foundation of life. It
therefore requires special attention in terms of quality. Regional authorities are requested to
prepare measures for the improvement of water quality to establish its provision. In order to
secure sustainability, in international projects local authorities in cooperation with foreign
companies and institutions develop innovative solutions for the safety of water. Lately, a
variety of such joint projects has been realised around the world. The German Federal Ministry
of Education and Research sponsors projects that especially base on the cooperative
partnership between industry and science such as the IWRM South Africa. 
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Figure 1: The project IWRM South Africa refers to a region around the Middle
Olifants, a river catchment northeast of Pretoria.

Figure 2: The online analysis and data transfer system has been practically
implemented in form of a mobile laboratory that will be set-up at different
measurement points along the Olifants River.

Figure 3: The mobile lab is equipped with
state-of-the-art analysers and measurement
methods and is able to automatically
monitor 23 parameters in total.
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determination of water quality – either online (24/7) or for single
measurements. Being directly connected to the internet (a special
secured server was set-up) the mobile lab can be controlled and
monitored via remote control and the data transfer is affected
directly after the measurements. The measurement results of all
sensors, electrodes and analysers are hence immediately
accessible for the project partners in order to update of the
measurement data of phase I. Thus, the overall aim of this
project part being the development and demonstration of an
adapted, decentralist applicable online measurement and data
transfer system has been put into practice successfully. 

Being mobile, the laboratory is applicable even at places that are
difficult to access. Alongside the river even problematic
measurement points can be reached. No long transportation is
necessary. The mobile lab is able to analyse the most important
pollution sources directly on site – either in online-mode or by
single measurements. It is planned to relocate the mobile lab
about 20 times per year. The measurement period per location
will be between 1 or 2 weeks. During this time a high variety of
single parameters such as pH, conductivity or redox, sum
parameters like TOC (total organic carbon), COD (chemical
oxygen demand), TNb (total bound nitrogen), effect parameters
like toxicity, and substances like ammonia or sulphate will be
determined. In total, the mobile lab will be able to monitor more
than 20 parameters automatically on site.

All analysers and sensors are part of one water cycle to enable
the relevant reference of each parameter and measurement. The
cycle starts with the sample taking through a submersible pump
that is attached to a buoy. For its protection against wild animals
living in the river (e.g. crocodiles) the pump is within a cover
pierced with holes. This solution suits optimally different water
levels. The submersible pump including the buoy is directly
connected to the laboratory, which is equipped with several
sample taking systems. They may be used in dependency of the
samples' composition and requirements: The centrifugal
separator serves the elimination of coarse contamination, the
relay-controlled sample taking system by WaterSam is used for
additional control samples or reserve samples, and the patented

LAR FlowSampler enables the
clogging-free sample taking of samples
with sediment loads.

In addition, the mobile lab is equipped
with state-of-the-art analysers and
measurement methods in order to
receive accurate and reliable
monitoring data. The ultra high
temperature oxidation (HTO) at
1,200°C works for instance without
any catalysts and determines the total
organic carbon (TOC) including
particles within a few minutes. Usually,
catalysts wear out during operation
and may falsify results. Frequent
checks and calibrations are the
consequence resulting in additional
costs. No use of catalysts means saving
on operating costs, eliminating the risk of inaccuracy and
minimising maintenance efforts. Moreover, LAR's QuickTOC is
even able to accurately analyse the most difficult samples
containing high loads of particles without clogging or blockages.
The special injection unit is specifically developed for such
applications. This online analyser is additionally equipped with
further detectors and determines the chemical oxygen demand
(COD) and total bound nitrogen (TNb).

The online toximeter determines toxic effects of pollutants on
organisms using very sensitive bacteria that are cultivated directly
within the unit. The biomass is constantly self-regenerating so
that the analyser is ready to measure samples at any time. For
each measurement only a small amount of the test organisms
are used. The biomass culture within the fermenter is not
contaminated. Since there is always enough bacteria it is possible
to operate this nitrificant toximeter either in online mode as well
as for the analysis of single samples. Usual toxicity tests have a
duration of some tens of minutes or even hours. This analyser's
response time is about 15 minutes. 

Further methods and analysers allow the determination of single
pollutants such as ammonia, sodium, potassium, cadmium,
fluoride, chloride, nitrite, sulphate, and more. In addition to the
water parameters the lab records the most important parameters
of the environmental conditions including various weather
parameters such as temperature, rainfall, wind or humidity.
Hence, the project partners and local authorities receive full
information about the meteorological conditions in addition to
the water quality.

The aim of the mobile lab is to support and improve current
governmental monitoring systems. It is a stand-alone solution
that practically applies the approach of innovative online analysis
of water quality and the fast and comprehensive data transfer to
all partners and authorities involved in the project. Using the lab
inspections and monitoring of diverse discharges from diffuse
sources, from households, as well as industrial pollution sources
are directly possible. It helps the South African authorities to
prepare measures for the improvement of water quality in good
time enabling the coordinated development and management of
water, land and related resources. 
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Figure 4: Methods and parameters the mobile lab is equipped with at a glance.

Wastewater Engineers Go With The Flow
The efficiency of maintenance work has been improved by water treatment engineers employing
Intellisonde monitors in their final effluent. Designed primarily to measure water quality, the
Intellisondes also measure flow, and this reading is being used to detect the accumulation of debris
that necessitates a maintenance visit.

Wastewater treatment efficiency is often measured by the analysis of treated water which is
continually extracted from the final effluent or treated sewage effluent, and passed through a flow-
cell containing the sensors. The readings from these sensors demonstrate that wastewater treatment
has been effective and that the treated water is suitable for discharge or in some cases re-use in
irrigation, landscaping or industrial applications. In order to prevent accumulation of debris in the
flow-cell and to protect analytical equipment from suspended materials such as sediment and algae,
it is common practice for this sample stream to pass through an inline filter/strainer. However, these
filters can become blocked and this has a detrimental effect on the quality of monitoring; a blocked
strainer can result in failure to detect a problem with the wastewater, so it is vital that regular
maintenance ensures that blockages are minimised.

Unfortunately, the accumulation of debris is unpredictable and so routine maintenance cannot
guarantee a free-flowing filter, so maintenance visits are inevitably more frequent than necessary,
which represents an unnecessary cost.

The Intellisonde FE (Final Effluent) monitor provides continuous, long term, accurate monitoring of
Dissolved Oxygen, Conductivity, pH, ORP, Ammonium, Turbidity and Temperature. The monitor’s
sensors are solid state and require no recalibration once they have settled following installation.
Furthermore, no membranes or chemicals are required and no maintenance is necessary until the
sensor head is quickly and easily serviced; usually after 6 months. As a result, operational costs are considerably lower than alternatives
that employ chemical/colorimetric analysis. Importantly, in order to provide access to live data, and for the Intellisonde to be able to issue
an alarm, a built-in GPRS modem provides access to the monitoring data.

In addition to the parameters mentioned above, the Intellisonde FE also incorporates a flow sensor and an accumulation of debris in the
strainer would result in a lowering of flow rate which would be detected by the flow sensor. For unmanned sites the real-time
monitoring of flow provides information to service engineers allowing them to prioritise/schedule their visits.

Explaining how the flow alarm is put into practice, Intellitect Water’s (UK) Jo Cooper says: “Ideally, the flow rate should not be allowed
to drop below 0.1m/s, so we recommend that the alarm should be set at 0.2m/s or slightly above, to provide time to arrange a
maintenance visit.

“Our customers have found that this system works very well; improving the reliability of monitoring whilst avoiding needless
maintenance visits and thereby saving costs.

“The flow sensor was initially designed into Intellisondes to meet the needs of users in clean water network management, so it is very
pleasing that this feature has proved to be so useful in a different application.”

26537pr@reply-direct.comFor More Info, email:

Discharge Measurement 
in Flood Situation

The latest product release of
Sommer GmbH (Austria)
sets a new milestone in
hydrography. The RP-30 is a
radar velocity profiler, which
allows quick measuring of
the surface velocity in rivers,
canals and streams, even in
flood condition.

Up to now hydrologists have to rely on their extrapolated rating
curves to determine the discharge of a river in a flood event. No
conventional velocity sensor which is in contact with the water,
can be used in case of turbulent and high flow situations.

The RP-30 is a portable radar velocity sensor, specially developed
for hydrological purpose. It can be safely operated from a bridge
or on a cable way. As it is not in contact with the water, the RP-30
delivers reliable velocity information even in high flow situation,
where no other equipment e.g. a flow meter, can be used.

The velocity spectrum is automatically transmitted via Bluetooth
from the RP-30 to the laptop which runs the software
“RPCommander”. With a complex hydraulic model, which is
based on the theory of Manning and Strickler, the measured
surface velocity is converted into the mean velocity. Knowing
the cross section and the water level, the discharge is
automatically calculated.

The portable RP-30 radar velocity profiler is the ideal tool for
hydrologists to quickly determine the discharge of rivers or
canals. With the ability to measure the velocity in turbulent and
high flow situation the RP-30 is the perfect addition to
conventional tools like the flow meter.
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